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From External to Internal
◎ Human behavior was simply copied to agents.
→ External behavior of agents was similar to human, but internal
process (intelligence) was very different.

◎ There is no concrete definition of “intelligence.”
◎ Spearman(1914): 2 factors, Thorndike(1927): 4 factors
◎ We think that recognition, interpretation and decision are the
elements of intelligence.

◎ We use diverse multi-modal information in interaction.
◎ Symbolic information
◎Verbal information and iconic gestures

◎ Intentions and emotions
◎Mainly, nonverbal and paralinguistic

◎ To understand intelligent interaction
◎ Recognizing the multi-modal information
◎ Interpreting meaning of the multi-modal behavior
◎ Identifying reasons of the decision based on the multi-modal data

George de La Tour,
The Cheat with the Ace of Diamonds
◎Who is the cheat? Who is the partner?
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What is a “scientific” research?
◎There is no strict definition.
◎“consisting in systematic observation, measurement,
and experiment”
◎“formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses”

◎This means that
◎We cannot discover a “truth” in our researches.
◎We can only find a fact which is relatively correct.
◎The researcher interprets the fact as a evidence of his/her
hypothesis.
◎Therefore a paper needs “method,” “result,” and
“discussion.”
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Most important points
◎Purpose and objectives
◎What you focus on this research
◎Problem is objective.
◎The reason why this is problem is the point which you have to
evaluate or improved.

◎Hypothesis
◎Phenomena: what you investigate
◎Principle: why the phenomena occurs
◎Proof: how to realize and evaluate
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Experimental design
◎ Investigators need to determine whether they take a categorical
approach or a structural approach.
◎ Categorical approach
◎ Categorize multi-modal behavior based on the function
◎ E.g. “emblem” “illustrator” “regulator” “affect display” “adaptor” [Ekman 69]

◎ Useful for quantitative analysis
◎ Facial expression
◎ basic emotions (angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad and surprise)
◎ It is hard to categorize even the six basic emotions.

◎ facial muscles of expression (FACS) [Ekman 78]

◎ Gesture
◎ Iconic, Metaphoric, Beat and Deictic [MacNeill 92]

◎ Structural approach
◎ Extract the relationship in the interaction
◎ Mainly focusing on structure of time series

◎ Describe the relationships among multi-modal behavior, such as utterance,
hand gesture, torso direction, gaze direction and so on
◎ Gesture unit [Kendon 72]
◎ “home position” “preparation (P)” “hold (H)” “stroke (S)” “retraction (R)”

◎ Useful for qualitative analysis
◎ There are some methods of the structural descriptions.
◎ E.g. gesture: described by the initial character and separators (|, ||, /)
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Building experiment environment
◎ On the basis of the determined approach, the
experimental environment is built.
◎ The approach is a guide to obtain and interpret interaction data.

◎ There is strong relationship between how to record and
what to do but not one-to-one correspondence.
◎ For example, even when recording by video, there are many
different ways to record depending on recording targets, such as
facial expressions, gaze directions, body motions (gestures) and
walking trajectory.

◎ In the experiment, the data related to the goal of
investigation should be recorded as many as possible.
◎ There are some data which cannot be obtained at the same time.

◎ To obtain as many kinds of data as possible, there are
universal experiment environments to flexibly build
diverse types of the experimental settings.
◎ We have IMADE room.
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IMADE
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Preliminary experiment
◎ The aim of the preliminary experiment is to develop
experimental settings and hypotheses.
◎ A small number of people can participate in the
preliminary experiment.
◎ The "typical" participants are chosen from a pool of participants.
◎ In some cases, the experimenter gives some roles to the
participants to set appropriate conditions of the interaction.
◎ The experimenter has to carefully consider the choice of
participants and the instruction for a typical experiment.
◎ Our experiences show that you should conduct three times or
more in a same experimental setting.

◎ Before the preliminary experiment, you have to make a
working hypothesis as a provisional target of the
experiment.
◎ You should record multi-modal information from various
angles to different targets by video.
◎ You thus should more carefully analyze the data in the
preliminary experiment than that in the full scale experiment.
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Full scale experiment
◎ The aim of the full scale experiment is to evaluate the
hypothesis developed in the preliminary experiment.
◎ Basically, you should not change the experimental settings and
the hypothesis.
◎ You obtain as many kinds data as possible.
◎ Video recording does not obstruct the experiment in many cases
so you should record the participants' behavior by video cameras.

◎ The data analysis in the full scale experiment is relatively
simple.
◎ because the main purpose is to evaluate the hypothesis by using
the obtained data and mainly statistical analyses.

◎ You have to consider that most of the statistical tests can
evaluate whether there is a significant difference or not.
◎ In other words, you can evaluate which one is relatively better
than the other.
◎ Therefore, you have to conduct a control experiment to
comparing the results of the experiment.
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Data handling
◎Raw data itself is meaningless.
◎Need to recognize (segment and classify) the data
◎In many cases, we use statistical techniques.

◎It is important to integrate the data for
interpretation [Kendon 72, 80, 04]
◎Objective data and subjective data
◎Segmentation and relationship
◎Causal correlation and co-occurrence relation

◎Interaction analysis is not satisfied only by
focusing on single person’s behavior. [Clark 96]
◎There is a partner of the interaction.
◎Relationships between participants are important for
understanding the interaction.
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Unit of analysis
◎ Voice
◎ verbal information, pitch, power, tempo, rhythm, etc.
◎ ToBI [Pierrehumbert 88]
◎ Segment utterances based on up-and-down of the pitch

◎ Conversation

F0

◎ Adjacency pairs [Schgloff 73]
◎ Talk tends to occur in responsive pairs (e.g. a question and an answer). This responsive pairs
are the minimum unit of conversation.

◎ Turn Constructional Unit (TCU) [Sacks 76]
◎ A component from which a turn may be constructed, for example, a sentence, clause,
phrase
bystander
or word.
addressee
speaker
◎ The end of a TCU marks a point where the turn may be go to another speaker, or the present
speaker may continue with another TCU.

◎ Discourse segment [Grosz 86]

H

◎ Segmented unit based on the goal of the conversation

◎ Gesture

L

L

H
◎ E.g. in the explanation of cooking; preparation, procedure, serving etc.
2
1

◎ Gesture unit [Kendon 72]

◎ Participation framework [Goffman 81]

H

L

L

overhearer
1

3

1

3

3

Ratified Participant

◎ The annotation method of time structure of gestures

◎ Conversation space

H

side-participant

eavesdropper

◎ a structure of the various interactional roles played by different people in a group in a
particular place
◎ The roles are determined by participants’ behavior, such as body position, gaze direction,
verbal reaction etc.
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Subjective criteria
◎In some cases, we only used objective data and
evaluated based on obvious phenomena.
◎But we want to analyze subjective data in some situations.
◎Intention, meanings of behavior, relationship, causal correlation
from particular person’s perspective, “good” or “bad” etc.

◎We use “annotation.”

◎Annotation
◎An annotation is metadata (e.g. a comment, explanation,
presentational markup) attached to text, image, or other
data. [Wikipedia]
◎Very time consuming

◎When there is much data, the data is annotated by
several persons.
◎It is hard to preserve consistency across the annotators’
subjective criteria.
◎We develop a support system for consistent annotation by
the multi-annotators.
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Annotation
1.

The annotator intuitively segments the data and adds
metadata to the segmented data.
◎
◎

2.

The annotator integrates the metadata which has
commonalities by comparing the data.
◎

3.

The commonalities are a part of the rules to segment and classify
the data.

The annotator reduces and eliminates the kinds of metadata
according to the goal of the investigation.
◎

4.

not to enumerate all metadata in advance
Multiple metadata to the segmented data can be added.

The criteria to reduce and eliminate are also a part of the rules to
segment and classify the data.

The annotator make annotation rules based on the
commonalities and the criteria to reduce and eliminate.
◎

The annotation rules are applied to whole of the data which
already annotated to confirm whether the rules are appropriate.

◎ In general, the experimenter performs the procedure to the
data which is obtained in the preliminary experiment.
◎ The procedure is a kind of qualitative analyses.
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Outline of the support system

Evaluation experiment
◎The ballroom dance data was annotated by two
groups which consisted of three annotators.
◎Group 1 used the support system.
◎Group 2 only used a traditional annotation tool.

◎The annotation tools had the same interface and
functions.
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Result
◎ Participants annotated two tasks.
◎ In Task 1, they individually annotated.
◎ After that,
◎ Group 1 used the support system in Task 2.
◎ Group 2 discussed about their subjective annotation criteria between Task 1 and Task 2.

• When the participants used the support system.
Session

1

2

3

4

5

average

Variance in Task 1

0.73

0.65

0.64

0.81

0.68

0.702

Variance in Task 2

0.23

0.27

0.32

0.28

0.21

0.262

Decrease ratio

0.685

0.585

0.500

0.654

0.691

0.627

• When the participants used the traditional method.

Session

1

2

average

Variance in Task 1

0.65

0.80

0.725

Variance in Task 2

0.45

0.61

0.53

Decrease ratio

0.307

0.238

0.269

There are significant differences in the decrease ratio of the variance of annotations.
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Physiological indices
◎It is often the case that conversation can be better
understood by placing mental processes underlying
conversations into scope of analysis.
◎we will see how physiological indices can be used together
with audio-visual data to make the analysis more reliable.

◎Physiological indices are biological reactions caused
by the autonomic nervous system
◎such as brain waves, potential differences in cardiography,
variations in blood pressure, pulse waves, respiration, body
temperature, muscle potential, skin conductance.

◎These reactions reflect the mental state of a person.
◎We can use them as indices of the person's mental states.
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Advantages of physiological indices
◎ Reactions to psychological activities can be digitized as
physical quantities such as voltages and frequencies.
◎ We can statistically and mathematically analyze the data to a
certain degree.

◎ We can analyze the variability of physiological indices over
time because it is recorded as time-series data in real time.
◎ Questionnaires are usually carried out as surveys on personal
psychological activities after the activities have been completed.

◎ There are cases where changes of mental states can be
found even where there are no visually noticeable changes
in continuance or conduct.
◎ It is possible to pick up, for example, stimuli that are not perceived
consciously.

◎ Reactions are involuntary, and are not susceptible to the
effect of logical thinking.
◎ Since reflective reactions are produced in response to certain
stimuli, it is often possible to make repetitive measurements.
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Disadvantages of physiological indices
◎ Measurement results are influenced by individual
differences and external stimuli.
◎ The very fact of being subjected to measurement often causes
stress, resulting in physiological reactions being affected.

◎ Noise from measuring devices is introduced.
◎ When electrodes or lead wires for measurement vibrate, artifactcaused effects tend to be introduced.

◎ Since relevant data are time series data and lags are
present in reactions, it is difficult to process the data in a
uniform manner.
◎ There are individual differences in the magnitude of reactions
and delay times for reactions.

◎ Physiological indices check the sum total of reactions
caused by mental activity.
◎ It is impossible to check specific mental activity. Therefore, the
experiment has to be designed to identify specific activity.
◎ Absolute values are often meaningless. Therefore, the
experiment must be designed to find differences.
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Case study: inner state estimation
◎Agent characters that interact with users often appear on
the virtual world interaction.
◎These characters are regarded as multi-modal interfaces, but
are not regarded as reliable expert teachers or familiar friends.
-> Inner state estimation and adaptive interaction are important.
You are tired because you had hard work
yesterday. I provide easy training today.

OK! Today’s training menu
is this.

◎Final goal: development of a reliable expert teacher or
familiar friend agent in a long-term task with continuous
interaction.

Purpose of this study
◎For the long-term goal, inner state estimation is needed.
◎Physiological indices are useful to estimate human’s
stress.
◎But they cannot detect sources of the stress and positive or
negative.
◎The distinction of the stress source is important for evaluation
of the interaction and learning effects.

Input: measured data

Virtual
world

Output: adaptive interaction

Estimate the stress source

Producing adaptive
interaction behavior

◎Purpose: to distinguish types of the sources of human’s
stresses in continuous activities with interaction.

Types of distinguished stresses
◎We tried to distinguish whether the source of stress is
intrinsic or extrinsic.
◎intrinsic factors related to spontaneous mental activities
◎extrinsic stimuli generated by circumstances

◎Example) in chasing game
Planning to
escape

Intrinsic factors

Preparation to
escape

Extrinsic stimuli

◎We measured physiological indices
◎Skin conductance response (SCR): related to anticipation,
expectation and concentration of attention -> intrinsic
◎Electrocardiogram (LF/HF): caused by “sensory intake” and
“sensory rejection” -> extrinsic

Related work (LF/HF)
◎LF/HF responses in collaborative interaction task.
◎Total

◎Performing the task

◎Evaluating the task product

Related work (SCR)
◎SCR responses in exercise with puzzles using Kanji.
◎Task: participants were running on the spot and
they solved the puzzles.
5sec

Thinking about the quiz.

baseline
Answered

Estimation model of participant’s inner state

Mainly planning
the game

Busy to respond
and consider for
the situation

Maybe bored or
having no idea

Mainly acting
along with the
action plan

Experiment
◎ We conducted an experiment to investigate
whether the physiological responses
differed depending on the participant’s
inner state at the time the advice was given.
◎ Task: virtual exercise game
◎ Including three sessions

◎ Two types of advice agents were
implemented:
◎ An exercise quantity base agent (EQ-agent)
provided advice when exercise quantity reduced
to a certain level
◎ A physiological indices based agent (PI-agent)
provided advice when there were no SCR and
LF/HF responses.

◎ Advice was provided in the first half of the
second and third sessions.
◎ One type of agent accompanied each
participant.

Experimental setting

An example of the result

First session

Second session

Third session

Throughout the experiment

Results of the analyses (1)


To investigate any differences
in physiological responses
between the EQ-group and
the PI-group.



Paired t-test were conducted
on EQ- and PI-group data to
compare the number of
responses in the first sessions
with those in the third
sessions.


PI-group

EQ-group

There are significant
differences on SCR in both
groups and on LF/HF in PIgroup.

◎This suggests that it is possible to distinguish intrinsic
and extrinsic stress based on physiological responses.

Results of the analyses (2)
◎To investigate the relationships between
subjective feelings and the physiological indices.
◎Participants were asked to rank the game session
depending on subjective absorption.

◎The Freedman test was conducted on the data.
◎There was no significant difference in the EQ-group,
but there was a significant difference in the PI-group
(p=0.0055).

Discussion
◎ From the analyses, subjective reports of absorption
mainly reflected on LF/HF responses.
◎ We inferred that the participants regarded the state of paying
attention to extrinsic stimuli as being absorbed.

◎ A previous study reported that SCR was not responded
when participants became absorbed in a task.
◎ This suggests that when participants are absorbed in a game,
they automatically respond to extrinsic stimuli and do not
consider the possibilities of various patterns of interaction.

◎ When we take into account these results, absorption may
not always indicate a good state for learning and training
situations.
◎ Investigating the relationship between a learner’s inner
state and the effect of learning will be the focus of future
work.

Conclusion
◎ Purpose:
◎ We investigated clues to distinguish between intrinsic or extrinsic
stress based on physiological indices and game context.

◎ Method:
◎ We conducted an experiment to measure SCR and LF/HF values in
an exercise game with continuous interaction.
◎As the mechanisms underlying SCR and LF/HF are different, we expected
to find different responses from different sources of stress.

◎ We implemented two types of agents to provide advice on game
strategies when a participant’s inner state was different.

◎ Results:
◎ Significant differences were found in the responses of the
physiological indices and subjective absorption.
◎ We suggest that it is possible to distinguish intrinsic and extrinsic
stress based on the physiological responses and game context.

◎ Future work:
◎ We intend to quantify intrinsic and extrinsic stress in general
situations.

Interaction analysis
◎Purpose
◎Extracting “key” behavior to understand interaction
◎Modeling interaction to develop intelligent systems
◎Estimating interaction flow to support human
interaction

◎Time series analysis is important
◎There are some causal relationship.
◎Influences of interaction behavior decays with time.
◎Similar interaction behavior repeatedly emerges in the
series of the interaction.
→ We need a system to measure the series of multimodal interaction behavior.
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Case study: Extracting criteria for ballroom dance
◎Purpose
◎Developing a system to extract the evaluation criteria for
ballroom dance based on measured dance motions

◎Background
◎Most of arts like ballroom dance are evaluated by the subjective
criteria which are defined by the experts.
◎When beginners learn an art, they have to understand what is
important for the art.

◎Approach
◎We focused on behavior of teaching a ballroom dance.
◎Extracting features of the criteria from the time series data of
dance motion when participants leaning.

◎Result
◎We evaluated the criteria by using discriminant analysis.
◎We confirmed that the system could accurately evaluate about
70% of beginner’s dance steps.
◎We also confirmed that one of the extracted criteria could
accurately evaluate different ballroom dance steps.

Outline of the system
1.

Determining important body parts


2.

From utterances and pointing gestures when
teaching

Extracting candidates of evaluation criteria
 by comparing among “teacher’s motion,”
“beginner’s motion: before,” and “beginner’s
motion: after”

3.

Estimating concrete evaluation parameters


by using discriminant analysis

Teacher’s motion
Utterances and pointing
gestures when teaching

Beginner’s motion: before

Beginner’s motion: after

Extracting criteria system

Estimation of concrete evaluation parameters
◎We use AMSS to estimate degree of similarity
among “teacher’s motion,” “beginner’s motion:
before,” and “beginner’s motion: after.”
◎“teacher’s motion” and “beginner’s motion: after” are
good examples.
◎ “beginner’s motion: before” is bad example.

◎From the similarity, we estimate the concrete
evaluation parameters.
◎Such as swing speed of arms, angles of arms and neck
etc.
◎We use discriminant analysis for the estimation.

Evaluation experiment
◎We confirmed the system can extract the
evaluation criteria for the beginner.
◎We actually captured the data when beginners
are taught by a ballroom dance teacher.
Points of evaluation
1. Posture in “HandToHand” count 2.
2. Swing speed of left arm and finish position in “HandToHand” count 2.
3. Time series of postures in “OpenBasic.”

Results
Point 1，Head, Neck, Left Foot
Participant
A
B
Bad Sample
9
8
Good Sample
8
12

C
11
9

D
10
15

E
9
13

F
10
10

G
10
10

H
9
8

Total
76
85
161

Cross validation
Bad Sample
Good Sample

10
6

10
11

9
9

4
9

10
10

4
1

122

/

161

=

61
61
122
0.757763975

Point 2，Right Shoulder, Left Shoulder, Left Elbow
Participant
A
B
C
D
E
Bad Sample
7
8
11
23
14
Good Sample
7
10
10
13
10

F
15
10

G
12
10

H
9
6

Total
99
76
175

Cross validation
Bad Sample
Good Sample

10
4

8
8

7
2

4
4

106

/

175

=

61
45
106
0.605714286

6
6

8
9

ratio

3
4

4
8

6
6

19
9
ratio

Point 3，Left Shoulder, Right Shoulder
Participant
A
B
I
Bad Sample
13
12
12
Good Sample
15
12
11

J
12
17

K
12
12

L
12
12

Total
73
79
152

Cross validation
Bad Sample
Good Sample

12
15

11
12

12
12

148

/

72
76
148
0.973684211

13
14

12
12

12
11

ratio

152

=

Point 1: 75.78%
Point 2: 60.57%
Point 3: 97.37%

◎ The result of Point 2 is worse
than others.
◎ Captured data of wrists
was bad.
◎ Data quality directly
influences.

◎We can estimate the
evaluation criteria of
the ballroom dance
when measured data
is accurate enough.

How to extract meaningful part
◎We analyzed the learner’s body motions and the
relationships between movements of the body
parts along with the time series.
◎We use AMSS method to calculate the similarities.

Training data
Bad
Bad

Target data to improve
the body motions
Good

Good

Samples from the experiment
◎We analyzed 40 dance data from 13 lessons.
◎We segmented the dance data based on a step
◎We took 310 variables x 17 steps = 5270 samples from
the dance data

An example of the learning process
◎

Acquiring
Learning

Acquiring
Acquiring and trade off

Outline of the algorithm
Similarities of
time series data

L
d

Learning

w
Organizing and
Extracting

Learned parameters
◎27 parameters of the dance were learned.

Acquired

Pick up the typical parameters
Fan
Upper
body

Right new-york

Relation
of toes

Spot turn
Left shoulder
and toes

Analyze the learning process
Fan
Upper
body

Right new-york
Trade off

Forward step

Backward step

Spot turn
Left shoulder
and toes

Relationship of toes

Backward step

Forward step

Points of the trade off

Other learning points

Add knowledge structure

Relation
of toes

Ordinal steps
Left-foot

Left new-york

Knees
and head

Extracted knowledge structure
t = 17

t = 26

t = 30

Time
series

Summary
◎We proposed a method to extract the knowledge
structure of learning process
◎Using learning points and the relationships of “trade
off”
◎The “trade off” means that the learner has to acquire
the knowledge step by step
◎The knowledge structure is learned through the “step
by step” process.

◎We will have to think about the automated
method to extract the knowledge

Case study: Understanding a social atmosphere in communication

◎When we develop social relationships,
it is not sufficient to communicate
politely.
◎“Feigned politeness” is not good.
◎We often feel uncomfortable when we
communicate with busy “processing
personnel.”

◎For establishing social relationships, it
is necessary to understand the social
atmosphere and conditions in
communication.
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Approach
◎We experimentally investigated
◎whether we could detect intrinsic ”Involvement” of a
person
◎the extrinsic ”Involvement” which was a social
atmosphere of ”Involvement” affected communication
members.
◎We use physiological indices to evaluate the detection
by using visual information.
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Detecting "Involvement" by using visual information

◎A method to detect "Involvement" of an
individual
◎The "Involvement" state of an individual is detected by
observing the speed and distance of body movements.
◎Coders annotated video data based on visual
information.

◎A method which can be used to detect the
atmosphere "Involvement“
◎A social atmosphere is determined if more than half of
the participants are in a state of "Involvement.“
◎The level of the atmosphere is calculated as an
average of the levels of the participants'
"Involvement" states.
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Detecting "Involvement" by using physiological indices

◎The physiological indices used in this study
◎Skin Conductance Response (SCR)
◎This caused by emotional sweating. This can occur due to
excitement, mental stress and concentration as increase.

◎Respiration
◎This becomes more rapid and is caused by a mental state. We
can also detect laughing by rapid respiration.

◎The method used to detect "Involvement"
◎The Increase in SCR
◎The SCR increases of more than 5% per second.

◎Rapid Respiration
◎Peaks of respiration are observed more than four times every
three seconds.
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Outline of Experiment
◎We conducted an experiment to record the
responses of participants in "Involvement" situation
on videos and using physiological indices.
◎Task
◎The participants answered quiz questions.
◎A quiz session was consisted of 10 questions (3 sessions).
◎Free communication was permitted.

◎Participants
◎Four participants composed a group (total 3 groups).
◎They were acquainted with each other.

◎In this experiment, participants communicate with
each other for answering quiz questions.
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Experimental settings
◎An Quiz agent on the screen introduced quiz
questions.
◎Participants were sitting on chairs in the form of an
arch in front of the screen.
◎They were able to watch the screen and communicate with
each other.
recording
physiological
indices

recording
videos
a video camera placed
on top of the screen

respiration：
a tube placed
around a chest

recorded two
participants,
by Polymate

Free communication
was permitted
displaying an ECA

the ECA introduced quizzes
on 100-inch screen

SCR：
electrodes placed on two
fingers of a left hand
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Procedure
Instruction
Preparation to measure

Two participants
were fitted with
electrodes and
the tube

Quiz session (10 quizzes)
Rest (3 minutes)

3 times

The order of the questions was determined in advance.
The questions in each session were different.
Participants answered the quiz questions for about 45 minutes

Outline of Analyses
◎Coders segmented video data and
annotated a state of "Involvement”
◎each participant
◎the social atmosphere

For Analyses, We used an
annotation tool, iCorpusStudio.

◎The coders also did on the
physiological indices data.
◎Three analyses were conducted
◎whether an "Involvement" could be
detected by using V.I.
◎whether the atmosphere of
"Involvement" could affect members
◎whether the affected "Involvement"
could be detected by using V.I.

level of
"Involvement“
of B by VI
level of the
atmosphere of
"Involvement“
by VI

SCR of B

A

B

C

D
respiration
of B

video of
participants
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Analysis of accuracy of "Involvement" detection by
using visual information
◎ We investigated whether people could detect the state of
"Involvement" based on visual information.
◎ We use data which was annotated the level of the “Involvement” state
on a scale of 0 to 1.
◎ We compared annotations by V.I. and those by P.I.

◎ The concordance rates of “Involvement” were about 80%
◎ This means “precision” of this detection by V.I. is good.

◎ The concordance rates of non-”Involvement” were not high.
◎ This means “recall” of this detection by V.I. is not good.

◎ Low-level ”Involvement” states were difficult to detect by
using visual information.
◎ This means participants might be affected the atmosphere of
“Involvement" when we could not detect “Involvement” by V.I.
"Inv." by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

"Inv." by VI

96 (83%)

20 (17%)

non-"Inv." by VI

42 (35%)

78 (65%)

"Inv." by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

"Inv." by VI

38 (76%)

12 (24%)

non-"Inv." by VI

30 (57%)

23 (43%)

"Inv." by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

"Inv." by VI

44 (86%)

7 (14%)

non-"Inv." by VI

29 (52%)

27 (48%)
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Analyses of effects of an atmosphere of "Involvement"
◎ We investigated affection of the atmosphere of
“Involvement"
◎ We use data which was annotated the level of the
“Involvement” state by V.I. on a scale of 1 to 5 for high
resolution detection

◎ We selected scenes in which a participant was not
“Involved“ but a social atmosphere was
“Involved“ by using V.I.

◎ In threshold 5 to 3, many scenes determined as
“Involvement” by P.I.
◎ Participants who were determined as non”Involvement” by V.I. were often “involved” when
a social atmosphere was “Involved.”
◎ We confirmed that the social atmosphere of
“Involvement" could affect participants.

◎ Threshold “2” minimized the difference
between determinations based on V.I. and P.I.
◎ The affected “Involvement” state could be
detected by using highly sensitive method.

threshold

"Inv." by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

5

4 (100%)

0 (0%)

4

10 (83%)

2 (17%)

3

24 (73%)

9 (27%)

2

18 (38%)

29 (62%)

threshold

"Inv." by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

5

2 (50%)

2 (50%)

4

9 (90%)

1 (10%)

3

11 (48%)

17 (52%)

2

4 (26%)

24 (87%)

threshold

"Inv." by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

5

1 (50%)

1 (50%)

4

2 (33%)

4 (67%)

3

13 (43%)

17 (57%)

2

9 (26%)

24 (76%)
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Analysis of sensitivity of "Involvement"
detection
◎We investigated whether low-level “Involvement,” which
could be detected by using P.I., could be also detected by
V.I..
◎In all of these cases, the average concordance rates are
highest for the threshold of “2”.
◎The concordance rates of non-”Involvement" are higher than
before.

◎The low-level " Involvement" states may be detected by
using visual information with a low threshold.
"Inv." by VI

“Inv.” by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

6 (100%)

0 (0%)

5

"Inv." by VI

“Inv.” by PI

non-"Inv." by PI

4 (80%)

1 (20%)

5
non-"Inv." by VI
"Inv." by VI

11 (100%)

0 (0%)

22 (96%)

1 (4%)

4

22 (76%)

7 (24%)

"Inv." by VI

62 (90%)

7 (10%)

3

non-"Inv." by VI

8 (100%)

0 (0%)

"Inv." by VI

18 (86%)

3 (14%)

"Inv." by VI

47 (64%)

27 (36%)

109 (75%)

37 (25%)

2

non-"Inv." by VI

22 (96%)

1 (4%)

"Inv." by VI

38 (76%)

12 (24%)

45 (30%)

105 (70%)

6 (100%)

0 (0%)

non-"Inv." by VI

10 (91%)

1 (9%)

"Inv." by VI

17 (89%)

2 (11%)

non-"Inv." by VI

21 (87%)

3 (13%)

"Inv." by VI

44 (86%)

7 (14%)

non-"Inv." by VI

29 (52%)

48 (27%)

"Inv." by VI

87 (72%)

33 (28%)

non-"Inv." by VI

22 (18%)

103 (82%)

3
non-"Inv." by VI

30 (57%)

23 (43%)

"Inv." by VI

75 (69%)

34 (31%)

2
non-"Inv." by VI

"Inv." by VI

4

3
non-"Inv." by VI

non-"Inv." by PI

5

4
non-"Inv." by VI

“Inv.” by PI

2
non-"Inv." by VI

22 (18%)

103 (82%)
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Conclusion
◎The intention of this research is the development
of a method to detect the "Involvement” of a
person and a social atmosphere of
"Involvement“ based on visual information in
multi-user interaction.
◎We confirmed that intrinsic “Involvement” could be
detected based on visual information.
◎The method based on V.I. and based on P.I. resulted in
different sensitivities for detecting states of Involvement.

◎We confirmed the social atmosphere of "Involvement"
could affect interaction members.
◎The affected "Involvement" state might be detected
by using visual information.
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